Applications of electrical energy to the prostate: an evolutionary perspective.
We review modern electrosurgical treatments for removing benign prostatic tissue based on an historical perspective of medical applications of electrical energy. We reviewed historical reports and landmark observations concerning the evolution of medical applications of electrical energy in the literature, with a special focus on the development of principles pertinent to the transurethral electrosurgical removal of prostate tissue. Modern transurethral electrosurgery of the prostate in a fluid medium has been well founded on key electrosurgical principles. Traditionally, the best clinical results and the least complications have been obtained through an understanding of the important precepts of this form of energy. These precepts have included distinctions between the reliability of effect and safety with direct and alternating current, and how different tissue effects can be achieved, either with selective current modes (cutting and coagulating waveforms) or by varying the size and configuration of the active electrode and its application time. This review chronicles the prominent role of electrosurgery in our efforts to debulk an enlarged prostate in patients with symptomatic voiding dysfunction. History reminds us that many of today's "new ideas" are merely updated variations on a theme, have often been tried before in a fashion by our predecessors and have for one reason or another fallen by the wayside. The conundrum of the perfect combination of electrosurgical variables that can fulfill our goal of making this an efficient and complication-free treatment continues to stimulate and challenge us as we move towards the next millennium.